Abstract—Field trips provide an opportunity to learn about life in the real world through exploration activities. This descriptive study aims to describe the process and response of students to the action of field trips to Materia Medica Batu (MMB) to support biotechnology courses. The participants in this study were 97 science students who took part in biotechnology lectures in East Java, Indonesia. The student response question used as an instrument of inquiry. Text form data were analyzed descriptively through 5 rankings, namely (1) data provision, (2) bathing, (3) coding, (4) visualizing, and (5) abstraction using NVivo 12 for window software. The results of data analysis show testimonials that popularly called in succession are joy, memories, meaningful. The main reasons are (1) providing new experiences in making traditional herbal medicines, (2) recognizing medicinal plants that have never taught during college, and (3) directly seeing the process of cultural processes with experts. However, managing time is the most popular obstacle. This study concludes that the field trip to MMB shows the importance of positive feedback to improve the quality of biotechnology learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biology is “a continuous search and circumvention of the nature of life” [1]; one of which is through field trips. Field-based learning is a large part of experiential pedagogy [2] which aims to enable the competencies of pre-service science teachers [3] including observation and inclusion [4]. Field trips are an active learning approach so that it has the potential to foster student learning motivation. Besides, field trip learning is valuable to providing chances for students to live the future [3]. In this study, the field trip is conducted in the Technical Implementation Unit (UPT) of Materia Medica Batu (MMB).

MMB is one of the research centers for medicinal plants [5], from the Health Office of East Java Province located in Batu City, East Java, Indonesia. The institution focuses on providing raw materials for medicine such as the running of seedlings and the management of plants. In academic purposes, it also releases standard plant tissue culture magazines and receives visits from schools, colleagues, and researchers. By visiting this place, MMB can give positive influence to students in terms of biotechnology learning. Thus, the experience will increase the quality of learning so as to make the learning itself meaningful [6]; [7]; [8], memorable [9]; [10]; [11], joyful [12]; [13], and engaging [14]; [15] for students.

Several results of the investigation found that field trips produced positive responses from visitors [2], and therefore, some higher education institutions began to incorporate field trips in MMB in their teaching practices [4] for instance, Universitas Negeri Surabaya (UNESA) and Universitas Trunojoyo Madura (UTM). However, designing learning through field trips is inevitably challenging [3] and needs improvements over time. Management of time activities, distance, boarding, safety, bureaucracy, and suitability of the place of visit with the scientific content being studied include in the consideration.

The purpose of this study is (a) to explain the field trip activities in MMB to support biotechnology courses, (b) describe students’ responses related to the field trip, (c) describe students’ suggestions and expectations over the field trip activities. By observing those three aspects, the study answer three different problems on (a) the need for pre-service science teachers to gain experience in practical examples taught on campus and the world of work; (b) the need to increase the quality of biotechnology learning associated with the demands of the world; and (c) the necessity in increase students’ motivation through the field trip.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

This research was categorized as descriptive investigation [16]. Participants involved in this study were 97 of 108 students who took Biotechnology courses in the 6th semester of the 2017/2018 academic year at UTM Indonesia. They were both males and females.
B. Instrument Collection

The instrument used in this study was a set of questions regarding the implementation of the field trip to MMB, which was administered after the field trip. The data is in the various form of text regarding student responses, namely testimonials, findings, suggestions, and expectations of the field trips in MMB.

C. Data Analysis

To analyze the qualitative data, the study used NVivo 12. The data analysis rating consists of five grades [17], namely (a) provision of data through the recapitulation of the rule of data text data in Excel; (b) immersion or repetition reading of data text; (c) provision of encoded data, by indicating transcripts and analyzing data to find meaning; (d) visualization of data analysis decisions, and (e) abstraction (abstraction) or synthesis to produce an explanation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

More detailed explanation of (1) general information on the field trip activities, (2) students’ responses for the field trip, and (3) suggestions for improvements and expectations of the field trip is elaborated below.

A. Formatting the Title

The field trip activities are characterized as reinforcement for biotechnology course in Science Education Program in UTM conducted in even semester of the academic year 2018/2019. To be precise, the field trip held on May 9th, 2018. MMB is one of the centers of investigation for plant plants [5], which is located on Jalan. Labur No. 87, Pesanggrahan, Batu District, Batu city, East Java, Indonesia [18], which focuses on the development of traditional medicine [19]. The following is the figure of MMB office.

![Fig 1. Meteria Meda Batu Office](image)

This institution has the vision "The Indonesian native of medicinal plants are used to produce raw medicine for the potential of Indonesia" [20]. The use of traditional medicine in the world is part of the history of human culture [19] By conducting the field trip in MMB, students can gather learning experiences to associate what they learn in class to the real world setting. The flow chart of the field trip to MMB is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Fig 2. Field trip activity flow](image)

During the field trip, three different groups were attending different sessions consecutively. There were three different sessions for learning, namely, the collection of medicinal plants grown in MMB, the introduction of tissue culture conducted in MMB, and the processes to produce herbs.

In the first session, the students were introduced to various medicinal plants species. Some of which are planted by purpose and the others are wild plants which are then identified extensively to unveil their potential for health [21][22]. The plants which are not relevant to medicine are replaced with the more valuable plants. The second session, the students were then visiting laboratory for tissue culture. They knew that the medicinal plants were sometimes propagated through tissue culture. The benefits of doing so is to produce high quality of medicinal plants in a limited time. In such, the students possessed procedural knowledge related to what to prepare and how to conduct tissue culture. Finally, in the third session, the students were invited to look for information of how to manage processing of medicinal plants after they were harvested. In terms of producing raw materials for medicine, the herbs also be tested to know the quality. Therefore, through those sessions, the students have the knowledge to strengthen their skills in biotechnology field.

B. Students’ Responses

The field trip has the potential to motivate and inspire students to create memorable and meaningful educational experiences by studying cases in the real-world setting; and thus, allowing them to make connections between theories and practices. Regarding to challenges, participants were given a list and asked to choose the top three aspects, namely (a) joyful, (b) memorable, and (c) meaningful.
Figure 3 reveals that the most popular learning aspect with prevalent causes quality of learning which is directly related to (a) increasing knowledge, (b) being able to learn directly from the field, and (c) getting much knowledge from outside the study or campus. Joyful learning is a strategy, concept, and practice of synergistic learning from meaningful learning [23]. Learning experiences that are meaningful tend to challenge previous knowledge. Secondly, field studies were forgotten, primarily related to tissue culture. Tissue habits through liquid media and direct solid media can be seen directly in tissue culture mechanisms. Excellent reception from the committee from the MMB much impressed the participants. The intimate speaker and spokesperson in delivering and introducing the information relating to introducing Stone Media, various collections of medicinal plants, the process of dispensing herbal medicines and tissue culture. In line with this, the teaching and personal techniques described as meaningful by a student may not impress other students [24]. Meaningful learning in the context of teacher education is essential, especially prospective science students about what is meant to study [25] and how to study well. Third, this activity is meaningful. Digging up a lot of information and the lecture process while studying at first makes the lecture more meaningful. Learning to transcend the field trip embodies the original atmosphere that sparked student interest, giving them direct experience, and making learning more useful [26]. Meaningful learning arises in changes in students cognitive abilities

Also, the benefits of fieldwork widely regarded as a vital part of baccalaureate education and one of the most memorable forms of teaching and learning for students [27]. Some of the most prevalent causes are stretched in Figure 4 as follows.

C. Reserve and Increase in Field Trips

The most popular reserves for enhancement are (a) commenting on the steps to be taken in the field study, (b) the submission of material (especially the relationship to the culture of tissue) increasingly deep through full practice, (c) both without haste, and (d) need to be in the design of activities (rundown activities).

The most popular expectations are (a) field studies carried out as a sustainability program, where biotechnology is an elective subject that is always interested every year; (b) places visited by more than one place with a more extended period (h) teaches tissue culture techniques from the beginning and we also practice them.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study concludes that the field trip to MMB shows the importance of positive feedback to improve the quality of biotechnology learning. This conclusion refers to the results of data analysis, which shows that testimonies which are generally seen to together are joy, memories, and meaning. The main reasons are (a) providing a new experience in making traditional herbal medicines, (b) recognizing medicinal plants that have never taught during college, and (c) looking directly at the cultural process of the series with experts. However, managing time is the most popular obstacle.

The implications of this study contribute to the field of fostering prospective science teachers. In this process, this study has implications for the development of expertise in the field of biotechnology teaching in tertiary rankings using available learning resources in the community (MMB). In the area, the scientific inquiry may use as enrichment material, reference material, comparative study, to improve the quality of learning.
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